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(57) Abstract: Embodiments herein are directed to an an
chor and an insertion tool. The anchor may be sized for near
cortex anchor fixation or for fixation into the intramedullary
canal of a bone. Embodiments also describe a cortical an
chor and insertion tool assembly including an anchor having
a tool receptor, a leading face, a central face, a rear face, and
a suture spool to receive suture that is situated away from a
center of a longitudinal axis of the anchor; and an insertion
tool having a rod member having a distal end. A tip of the
rod member may include a pivot structure capable of act
ively pivoting the anchor at the tool receptor. In some em
bodiments, the anchor may be guided into a hole in a bone
by the insertion tool and pivoted at the tool receptor to fully
or partially cover the hole.
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AMENDED CLAIMS
received by the International Bureau on 11 September 2012 ( 1 1.09.2012)

1. A cortical anchor and insertion tool assembly comprising:

an anchor including a tool receptor that receives a pivot structure;

an insertion tool including a rod member having a distal end, a proximal end, and a tip

at the distal end of the rod member including the pivot structure which is configured to pivot

the anchor at die tool receptor,

2. The assembly of claim 1, wherein the tip is configured to allow the pivot structure to

be positioned in space or positioned beyond a desired fixation point before rotation.

3 . The assembly of claim 1, wherein;

the tip and tool receptor comprise a ball and socket or rod and groove; and

the anchor is about 5 mm to about 30 mm in length.

4. The assembly of claim 1, wherein the tool receptor comprises curved walls to engage

the tip.

5 . The assembly of claim 1, wherein the anchor comprises a suture spool to receive a

suture, wherein the suture spool is situated away from a center of a longitudinal axis of the

anchor by from about 0.1 mm to about 5 mm.

6. The assembly of claim 1, wherein the anchor further comprises:

a bottom leading face and a bottom central face that together form an angle from

about 5 to about 45 degrees, wherein the bottom leading face extends upward and away from

the bottom central face; and



a bottom rear face that extends upward and away from the bottom central face and

that together with the bottom central face forms an angle from about 5 to about 45 degrees.

7 . The assembly of claim 6, wherein the anchor further comprises:

a first top face portion;

a top rear face portion that is positioned opposite the bottom rear face; and

a second top face portion that is positioned opposite the leading face portion;

wherein the first top face portion and the second top face portion are separated from

each other by the tool receptor.

8. The assembly of claim 7, wherein:

the first top face portion, the second top face portion, and the bottom central face have

orientations that are substantially parallel to each other; and

the top rear face portion is angled and extends downward from the first top face

portion.

9 . The assembly of claim 1, wherein the insertion tool further comprises a cannulated

covering which at least partially covers the rod member,

10. The assembly of claim 9, wherein the cannulated covering comprises a lip to prevent

the anchor from pivoting when inserted into an anchoring location.

11. The assembly of claim 1, wherein:

the pivot structure comprises a rod member; and

the tool receptor comprises a curved back wall that receives and engages the rod

member,



12. The assembly of claim 10, wherein the insertion tool further comprises an actuator to

extend the rod member from the cannulated covering past the lip.

13. A cortical anchor comprising:

a tool receptor configured to receive a pivot structure; and

a surure spool configured to receive a suture, wherein the spool is situated away from

a center of a longitudinal axis of the anchor by from about 0.1 mm to about 5 mm.

14. The anchor of claim 13 further comprising:

a bottom leading face and a bottom central face that together form an angle from

about 5 to about 45 degrees; and

a bottom rear face that, together with the bottom central face, forms an angle from

about 5 to about 45 degrees from a bottom edge of the anchor.

15. The anchor of claim 14, wherein the anchor further comprises :

a first top face portion;

a top rear face portion that is positioned opposite the bottom rear face; and

a second top face portion that is positioned opposite the leading face portion;

wherein the first top face portion and the second top face portion are separated from

each other by the tool receptor.

16. The anchor of claim 13, wherein:

the tool receptor comprises a T-shape, L-shape, a ball socket, a hole, or a combination

thereof; and

the pivot structure comprises a ball or a rod member.



17. The anchor of claim 13, wherein the tool receptor includes curved walls.

18. A cortical anchor and insertion tool assembly comprising:

an anchor comprising:

a tool receptor configured to receive a pivot structure,

a central face, a leading face that, together with the central face, forms an

angle from about 5 to about 45 degrees,

a rear face that, together with the central face, forms an angle from about 5 to

about 45 degrees, and

a suture spool configured to receive a suture; and

an insertion tool including :

a rod member, and

a tip having the pivot structure capable of actively pivoting the anchor at the

tool receptor,

19. The assembly of claim 18, wherein the tip allows the pivot structure to be positioned

in space or positioned beyond a desired fixation point before rotation.

20. The assembly of claim 18, wherein the suture spool is situated away from a center of

a longitudinal axis of the anchor by from about 0.1 mm to about 5 mm.
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